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A leg-wheel robot has mechanically separated four
legs and two wheels, and it performs high mobility and
stability on rough terrains. The adaptive gait for large
rough terrains of the leg-wheel robot is composed of
three gait strategies. In this paper, the step-over gait,
which is one part of the adaptive gait, is described. The
proposed method is evaluated by simulations and ex-
periments.
The point of the flow of the step-over gait is described.
When the body reaches an obstacle, it does not come to
advance easily. In this case, the robot can not always
understand the height of the obstacle, since its forefeet
sometimes do not touch it. Therefore, the robot raises
its body as possible as it can, and gets over the obsta-
cle. After getting over it, the body is lowered until it
touches the ground. The system judges whether the
body touches the ground by the information on load
sharing ratio of legs.1

Keywords: mobile robot, adaptive gait, leg-wheel robot,
rough terrain, motion control

1. Introduction

Legs, which enable robots to make arbitrary and irreg-
ular contacts with the ground, are capable of traversing a
wide range of terrain including steps and slopes. Legs are
mechanically complex, however, and positioning and leg
control rely on recognition of the external environment,
leaving a lot of tasks to solve for practical use.

We have been studying separated leg-wheel robots with
4 legs, two on the front side and two on the back side, each
having 3 degrees of freedom (DOF), and with 2 indepen-
dent wheels, one on each side, to enable robots to travel
on unknown rough terrain but requiring less accuracy in
recognition of the external environment and simpler con-
trol to make the robot practical [1, 2] (Fig. 1). We pro-
posed basic movement control [1] for rough terrain with
unevenness within ±0.1 m (regular rough terrain) without
using environment recognition sensors. Basic movement
control does not cover all rough terrain since much terrain

1. This paper is the full translation from the transactions of JSME Vol.72,
No.721.
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Fig. 1. A leg-wheel robot “Chariot 3”.

is more uneven than regular rough terrain.
We proposed 3 gait strategies for large rough terrain by

classifying such terrain for leg-wheel robots to traverse
[8]. We proposed step-up gait control [9] targeting rough
terrain with ascending steps of 0.1-0.2 m. We proposed
step-down gait control [10] targeting rough terrain with
descending steps of 0.1-0.2 m. This study targets a step-
over gait for protrusion of 0.1-0.2 m in rough terrain and
describes control and movement ability for it.

The gait strategy Ohmichi et al. proposed for similar
leg-wheel robots [3] was not targeted at unknown rough
terrain. We target unknown rough terrain for leg-wheel
robots in this study.

Conventional 4- and 6-leg-robots realized movement
for rough terrain by force control using accurate force
information from legs [4–7], but we propose movement
control for unknown rough terrain using only internal sen-
sors, i.e., angle sensors for every joint and positioning
(pitch and roll) of the robot. We do not use external
sensors because they are less accurate in natural environ-
ments such as slopes, steps, weedy or muddy land, and
snow, with possible errors due to noise and other fac-
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Fig. 2. Targeted rough terrain of the step-over gait.
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Fig. 3. Flow of the step-over gait.

tors. Our research policy holds that, for practical appli-
cation, robots traversing unknown rough terrain should
move based on information from internal sensors alone
and that external sensors should be used to further en-
hance the capability.

2. Flow of Step-Over Gait

Figure 2 shows our targeted large rough terrain for
step-over gait. Type C-1 represents a protruding surface
of 0.1-0.2 m in height with a depth less than the dis-
tance between wheel contacts and leg contacts. Among
those protruding surfaces, those with higher leg contacts
to wheel contacts was defined as type A-3, and those with
lower leg contacts as type B-3. Since classification and
selection of the terrain were described previously [8], we
do not detail them in this paper. As in the studies [8–10],
steps are made up of planes.

A characteristic of the targeted terrain is that protrusion
is situated between wheel contacts and leg contacts. With
a protrusion between wheels and legs, legs may not land
on the protrusion, indicating that height information ob-
tained through leg contacts is not necessarily available to
assess the height of the protrusion. So, we determined that
the step-over gait was to be conducted with the maximum
height for the robot to take. Specifically, when detecting
a protrusion, the robot stops (Fig. 3(a)) and repositions
the legs (preparatory leg repositioning: Fig. 3(b)). Then,
the robot lifts its body to the maximum height (Fig. 3(c)).
After lifting, the robot advances the body by one stride
(Fig. 3(d)), lowers the body until it contacts the ground
(Fig. 3(e)), repositions the legs (Fig. 3(f)) and then returns
to the normal gait.

The above step-over gait needs to lift the body to the
maximum height regardless of the height of the protru-
sion. This takes more time and energy than those would
be necessary. It is understood that, if a protrusion is not

Normal gait
The robot fails in going
up an upward step.

The robot can NOT move
forward due to a forward due to a  terrain terrain
when searching the edgewhen searching the edge
of a downward step.

(a) (b-1) (c)

(b-2)

the step-over gait

Fig. 4. Three cases in which the robot uses the step-over gait

overstridden by the step-over gait, the protrusion is phys-
ically difficult to stepped over with the dimensions of the
robot. Step-over gaits for type A-3 and type B-3 terrain,
as detailed later, are intended as complemental gaits for
step-up gait [9] and step-down gait [10] if they are unable
to cope with obstacles.

The step-over gait can be understood that the gait is
useful for the terrain for which height information is dif-
ficult to obtain as in the case of a protrusion or for the
terrain that cannot be traversed by either step-up or step-
down gait because the step-over gait requires more time
and energy even though it provides high traverse capabil-
ity.

3. Step-Over Gait Control

3.1. Switching to Step-Over Gait

When we consider traverse over targeted terrain
(Fig. 2), there are 3 cases in which the robot switches the
gait to the step-over gait (Fig. 4). In Fig. 4(a), the robot
encounters an obstacle and is unable to go forward with
low estimated step height He [9]. The robot is to deter-
mine that it is unable to go forward, in the same manner as
in the case of the step-up gait [9] in detecting an ascending
step start position, when the smallest of the two wheels in
deviation between rotation angle θwi and targeted angle
θwd i of wheel i exceeds threshold Δwmin (Eq. (1)).

min(δwi ) > Δwmin (i = 1,2) . . . . . . . (1)

The reason for using the smallest deviation was de-
tailed in the previous paper [9] and is not be detailed in
this paper. In short, using the smallest wheel deviation
matched actual cases (in which a robot was unable to go
forward) very well. We determined that an obstacle be de-
tected when more than 80% of time series data were out of
threshold during a period of 0.45 s to avoid erroneous de-
tection instead of using single data from a processing cy-
cle, which may increase detection error. The values were
determined experimentally.

The robot is unable to determine at this time which, an
ascending step or protrusion, interferes. The robot will
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imaginary surface
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h img = -Lsi sin(α img)
h diff = -Lxi tan(α i- α img)

H ei = h img + h diff

The robot calculates H ei  when a front leg i touches the ground.

Lxi

Fig. 5. Estimation of a step height.

obtain estimated step height Hei during a preparatory leg
repositioning after detection by Eq. (1), and select either
step-up gait [9] or step-over gait using Hei. Specifically, if
each of Hei is smaller than threshold Δstepover (= 0.05: ex-
perimentally determined) at the beginning of the all-leg-
support gait, the step-over is selected and the step-up gait
is selected for the rest (Eq. (2)).

max(Hei ) < Δstepover (i = 1,2) . . . . . . (2)

Estimated step height Hei for front leg i means a vertical
height from the imaginary surface [1] (Fig. 5), which is
determined based on robot body angle and leg positions
(for details, refer to the paper [9]).

With the case in Fig. 4(b-1), a protrusion higher than
the estimated step height may interfere with the robot dur-
ing ascent of the protrusion by the step-up gait so it can
not raise the body as targeted. To address this problem,
the robot switches the gait to the step-over gait when the
sum of angular deviations δwi for both wheels exceeds
threshold Δwup. The reason for using the sum of the devi-
ations, we thought it better experimentally to use the sum
rather than using deviations form one wheel, since the de-
viation of each wheel may vary by surface condition. We
experimentally determined Δwup = 30◦. When the sum of
wheel angular deviations δwi exceeds threshold Δwup dur-
ing step-up gait, the robot lowers the body it has raised
(Fig. 4(b-2)), and then repositions the legs (Fig. 3(b)) to
switch to the step-over gait.

With the case in Fig. 4(c), the robot becomes unable to
go forward during a search for the edge of a descending
step in step-down gait [10]. This case also switches the
gait to the step-over gait when the sum of angular devia-
tions δwi for both wheels exceeds threshold Δwdown. We
experimentally determined Δwdown = 25◦.

3.2. Wheel Control

This section describes wheel control for the step-over
gait. The wheels are stopped when the robot body is lifted
or lowered (Fig. 3(c), (e)). When the robot advances the
body (Fig. 3(d)), the wheels may contact the ground de-
pending on the height of the ground, so, the wheels are
rotated corresponding to the targeted velocity.

(a) Each leg tip position is 
 set to the lowest limit.

Front view
Front view

(b) Right leg is set to
 upper position than the lowest limit.

left

right

Fig. 6. Motion for the step-over gait in the case of a surface
with different level on either side.

3.3. Leg Control

When the body is lifted (Fig. 3(c)), the legs are lowered
to the lowest limit so that the body is raised to the maxi-
mum height. However, when the heights of right and left
leg contacts differ as in Fig. 6(a), if all legs were lowered
to the lowest, the robot might tumble. So, the legs are
lowered in such manner as indicated in Fig. 6(b). This
is achieved by lowering the legs until a leg reaches to the
lowest limit while maintaining the height difference be-
tween right and left leg contacts at the beginning of the
body lifting. Front and rear legs are controlled indepen-
dently.

When advancing the body (Fig. 3(d)), the leg positions
in the direction of the z-axis in the body coordinates are
fixed. The leg control in the direction of the x and y direc-
tions in the body coordinates is performed by the event-
driven gait algorithm [2] based on given velocity by the
operator.

When the body is lowered (Fig. 3(e)), the legs are lifted
simultaneously until wheels contact the ground.

The leg compliance in the direction of the z-axis is de-
scribed below. Determination whether wheels contact the
ground is made in Fig. 3(e) by monitoring leg load sharing
ratio kleg [9], as was used in the step-down gait in the mea-
sure for under estimated step height [10]. Specifically, a
wheel is determined to have contacted the ground when
kleg becomes smaller than threshold Rk = 0.5 (experimen-
tally determined). Leg load sharing ratio kleg represents
the ratio of the weight supported by all legs to the entire
weight of the robot. When the body is lowered, if the stiff-
ness is set too high, the transition time from leg support
to wheel support will be short, making it difficult to detect
the time at which the body lowering should be terminated.
So, the leg compliance was set so that deviations of actual
positions from the targets would be equal to basic value Δs
used in the normal gait [1]. In other words, the leg com-
pliance Kzd indicated by the following equation is set so
that the body weight W is supported by the four legs and
deviations of leg positions from the targets in the direction
of the z-axis would be equal to basic value Δs.

Kzd = W /nΔs . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3)

where n(= 4) represents the number of the support legs.
As the compliance setting immediately after prepara-
tory leg repositioning differs from the value indicated by
Eq. (3), the compliance of each leg is changed at a same
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Fig. 7. Scenes in the simulation when moving on Type C-1
terrain.

rate in the period of Fig. 3(c) so that it becomes equal to
that of Eq. (3) when in the position of Fig. 3(d).

4. Simulation

We verify in this section that the proposed gait enables
robots to traverse the targeted large rough terrain. Simula-
tion and experiment conditions were as follows: swing leg
speed was 0.5 m/s, swing leg lifting height 0.2 m, maxi-
mum leg lowering for a swing leg to land 0.4 m, stride
width 0.3 m, basic deviation of actual leg positions from
targets Δs = 0.043 m, stiffness for all legs and for suspen-
sion in the direction of the z-axis 7500 N/m, the basic load
sharing ratio between legs and wheels 1:1, P and D gains
for wheel rotation control 80 Nm/rad and 20 Nm/rad/s,
and P and D gains for step axis control 1000 Nm/rad and
100 Nm/rad/s. The gait was a trot [2] and the environ-
ment was assumed to be unknown. We used the Open Dy-
namics Engine (ODE) to dynamically simulate assuming
rigid contact between the legs and ground and the wheel
and ground. The friction coefficient between the legs and
ground was set at 0.4 and that between the wheels and
ground at 0.7.

4.1. Type C-1 Terrain

Simulation was conducted with an unknown protrusion
of 0.15 m in height and 0.15 m in width (Fig. 7(a)) and
simulation results are shown in Fig. 7(b). The robot as-
cended the protrusion with the step-over gait and then de-
scended with step-down gait [10].

Figures 8(a)-(f) show the data. Fig. 8(a) shows the
target translational velocities. The robot raised its body to
the maximum height (period (1)), advanced by one stride
with the body raised (period (2)), and lowered the body
to land on the protrusion (period (3)). Then, the robots
descended the protrusion with the step-down gait (periods
(4)-(6)).

Figure 8(b) shows transition of the body pitch and
roll angles and the inclination of the imaginary surfaces.
Since all legs were lowered in the step-over gait as in
Fig. 6, body angles were roughly constant during the step-
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Fig. 8. Simulation data (Type C-1).

over gait, and for the rest of the period, body pitch an-
gles followed the inclination of the imaginary surface and
body roll angles were kept horizontal.

Figure 8(c) shows wheel angular deviations. When the
wheels contacts the protrusion at time 6 s, the deviations
for both wheels started increasing.

Figure 8(d) shows the transition of leg load sharing ra-
tio kleg. It increased when the body was lifted (period
(7)) and was roughly equal to 1 during body advancement
(period (8)). kleg then decreased when the body was low-
ered and landed on the protrusion. When kleg becomes
lower than threshold Rk, the robot goes into terminating
leg reposition.

Figure 8(e) shows the target and actual front (right and
left) leg positions in the direction of the z-axis in body
coordinates. Period (10) corresponds to body lifting, pe-
riod (11) to body advancement, and period (12) to body
lowering. Target values for both legs were lowered to the
lower limit (−0.475 m). The period (13) corresponds to
all-leg-support period in the step-down gait.

Figure 8(f) shows stiffness of the fore right and fore left
legs in the direction of the z-axis in the body coordinates.
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Fig. 9. Scenes in the simulation when moving on Type A-3
terrain.

The stiffness was changed properly based on the devia-
tions between the actual and target leg positions. Stiffness
in period (14) was for body lifting and it changes from the
stiffness for the normal gait to that for the step-over gait
continuously.

4.2. Type A-3 Terrain
Simulation was conducted with an unknown protrusion

of 0.20 m in height and 0.15 m in width located at the be-
ginning of a 0.10 m step (Fig. 9(a)) and simulation results
are shown in Fig. 9(b). The robot started with the step-up
gait with recognition of a 0.10 m ascending step (the esti-
mated step height [9] He = 0.089 for the step-up gait), but
switched to the step-over gait when detected that it was
unable to ascend the step. Then, it ascended the protru-
sion with the step-over gait and descended the protrusion
with the step-down gait.

Figures 10(a)-(f) show the data. Fig. 10(a) shows tar-
get translational velocities. The period (1) corresponds
to the duration of the step-up gait. Because the esti-
mated step height is lower than the actual height, the sum
of wheel angular deviations δwi exceeded threshold Δwup
(period (6) in Fig. 10(c)) and the robot switched the gait
to the step-over gait. The period (2) in Fig. 10(a) corre-
sponds to a preparatory period for step-over gait in which
the once-lifted body was lowered. Period (3) corresponds
to a preparatory leg repositioning for the step-over gait
and period (4) to the step-over gait. The robot descended
from the protrusion with the step-down gait (Period (5)).

Figure 10(b) shows the body pitch and roll angles and
the inclination of the imaginary surfaces. As in type C-1
terrain, the body angles were roughly constant during the
step-over gait (period (4) in Fig. 10(a)) and for the rest
of the period, body pitch angles followed the inclination
of the imaginary surface and body roll angles were kept
horizontal.

Figure 10(c) shows angular deviations for both wheels
during the step-up gait in all-leg-support gait [9]. Upon
determination to switch to the step-over gait (period (6)),
the angular deviations once became zero since the target
wheel angles were reset to the actual angles.
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Fig. 10. Simulation data (Type A-3 terrain).

Figure 10(d) shows target leg positions in the direc-
tion of the z-axis in the body coordinates during the tran-
sition period from the step-up gait to the step-over gait.
The body was lifted in the step-up gait in period (7) in
Fig. 10(d), but after period (6) in Fig. 10(c) the leg posi-
tions were lifted to lower the body to prepare the step-over
gait (period (8) in Fig. 10(d)). Pictures under Fig. 10(d)
show motions in this period. The body is lowered for the
same distance as lifted in the step-up gait.

Figure 10(e) shows the target and actual front (right
and left) leg positions in the direction of the z-axis in body
coordinates. Period (9) corresponds to step-over move-
ment in the step-over gait and period (10) corresponds to
all-leg support gait in the step-down gait.

Figure 10(f) shows stiffness of the right and left legs in
the direction of the z-axis in the body coordinates.
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Fig. 11. Simulation data when moving on Type B-3 terrain.

4.3. Type B-3 Terrain

Simulation was conducted with a protrusion of 0.10 m
in height and 0.15 m in width located at the beginning of a
0.15 m descending step (Fig. 11(a)) and simulation results
are shown in Fig. 11(b). The robot started a search for the
edge of a descending step [10] before the step. During the
search (period (1) in Fig. 11(d)), the robot encountered
the protrusion. As the wheel angular deviations increased,
it detected the protrusion and switched into the step-over
gait. It ascended the protrusion with the step-over gait
(period (2) in Fig. 11(d)) and descended with the step-
down gait (period (3) in Fig. 11(d)).

Figure 11(c) shows transition of the body pitch and
roll angles and the inclination of the imaginary surfaces.
Fig. 11(d) shows the target and actual front (right and left)
leg positions in the direction of the z-axis in body co-
ordinates. The deviations between the target and actual
positions are attributable to compliance set to the legs.
Fig. 11(e) shows stiffness of the right and left legs in the
direction of the z-axis in the body coordinates. Period (4)
in Fig. 11(d) corresponds to the searching motion for the
edge of a descending step in the step-down gait to descend
the body from the protrusion.

about4[s] about 8[s]
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about 24[s]

about 20[s]

(a) Surface of C-1 terrain

(b) Experimental scenes

about 12[s]
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about 34[s] about 40[s]about 38[s]

0.15[m]

0.15[m]

1.45[m]

Fig. 12. Experimental scenes when moving on Type C-1 terrain.

These results demonstrate that combination of step-
down and step-over gaits enabled the robot to traverse
type B-3 terrain.

5. Traverse Experiment on Rough Terrain

Experiments were conducted with the targeted terrain
(Fig. 2) and terrain with different lateral step heights. We
conducted simulation and experiments with detailed data
acquisition, however, due to space limitation, we show a
part of them. Although diagonal entrance to an obstacle
and traverse over slanted steps were described in the pre-
vious papers [9, 10], we curtailed these discussion on the
effects over these surfaces because they can be adequately
deduced from the study in the papers.

5.1. Type C-1 Terrain
Experiments were conducted with terrain in Fig. 12(a).

Topography was the same as in Fig. 7. Fig. 12(b) shows
photos in the experiments with the actual robot (robot
moving from the lower right to the upper left), demon-
strating successful ascent of the protrusion with the step-
over gait (around time 14 to 20 s in Fig. 12(b)) and de-
scent with the step-down gait (around time 34 to 38 s in
Fig. 12(b))

5.2. Type A-3 Terrain
Experiments were conducted with terrain in Fig. 13(a).

Topography was the same as in Fig. 9. Fig. 13(b) shows
photos in the experiments (robot moving from the lower
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Fig. 13. Experimental scenes when moving on Type A-3 terrain.
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Fig. 14. Experimental scenes when moving on Type B-3 terrain.

right to the upper left), demonstrating successful switch-
ing to the step-over gait upon determination that it was un-
able to ascend the protrusion with the step-up gait (around
time 14 s in Fig. 13(b)). The robot ascended the pro-
trusion (around time 22 to 28 s in Fig. 13(b)) and de-
scended with the step-down gait (around time 42 to 44 s
in Fig. 13(b)).
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Fig. 15. Experimental scenes when moving on a terrain with
different level on either side.

5.3. Type B-3 Terrain

Experiments were conducted with terrain in Fig. 14(a).
Topography was the same as in Fig. 11. Fig. 14(b) shows
photos in the experiments (robot moving from the upper
left to the lower right), demonstrating switching to the
step-over gait upon determination that it was unable to
go forward during the search for the edge of a descending
step (around time 8 s in Fig. 14(b)) in the step-down gait.
The robot then ascended the protrusion (around time 14
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to 22 s in Fig. 14(b)) and descended with the step-down
gait (around time 26 to 30 s in Fig. 14(b)).

5.4. Terrain with Laterally Different Step Heights
Experiments were conducted with terrain with laterally

different step heights (Fig. 15(a)). The right surface was
0.05 m higher than that of the left. Fig. 15(b) shows pho-
tos in the experiments (robot moving from the upper right
to the lower left). It demonstrated that the robot achieved
stable body lifting in the step-over gait even with different
lateral step heights.

Figure 15(c) shows transition of the body pitch and roll
angles and the inclination of the imaginary surfaces. The
results demonstrate that the robot achieved stable traverse
over the terrain with laterally different step heights with-
out showing significant tilts in the rolling direction. The
large peak around time 35 s is attributable to shocks from
rear legs landing on the protrusion.

Figures 15(d)-(g) show the target and actual front
(right and left) leg positions in the direction of the z-
axis in body coordinates and stiffness of the legs during
the step-over gait. They indicate that the target positions
for the right and left legs differ by the difference between
right and left step heights. As for the rear legs, they show
about the same position since there is no difference in
height of the surface.

6. Conclusions

We have proposed control for step-over gait for leg-
wheel robots as an adaptive gait for large rough terrain.
Traversing was demonstrated by both simulation and ex-
periments on large rough terrain using the proposed step-
over gait. Simulation and experiments for all targeted ter-
rain confirmed that the proposed gait enabled the robot to
successfully traverse terrain (part of results reported due
to space limitation).

We will verify that leg-wheel robots can traverse gen-
eral rough terrain including various types of rough terrain
successively by systematic cooperation between normal
gait and the proposed three gait strategies (reported in this
and previous papers). We will report the outcome in other
papers.
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